Your manufacturer and supplier of fertilizer spreaders.

Your manufacturer and supplier of fertilizer spreaders.

The KURIER - Binding agent spreader

KURIER

Be flexible with our Binding agent spreader. Here you can see 3 different
versions of the Standard spreader.

Bulk Fertilizer

and Lime Spreader

Additional Equipment for the KURIER
Here is an excerpt of equipment options. Special requests are possible. Just give us a call or send us an E-mail, for further
details!

KURIER—K 8000

Stepless volume adjustment, double
drive gate (eliminates jamming)

Hydraulic switchable Limiter boundary spreading system Side and boundary spreading are among the most important aspects of fertiliser
spreading.

Hydraulic volume adjustment

KURIER—K 12000

KUXMANN Landmaschinen GmbH

Special wishes are possible, contact us.

Weighing device installed on a K 14000 with hydraulic foot

KUXMANN Landmaschinen | Kuxmann.de | Phone: +49 (0)521 31433| info@kuxmann.de

Am Sportplatz 30
33619 Bielefeld
Germany

Phone: +49 (0)521 31433
FAX: +49 (0)521 31403

Your manufacturer and supplier of fertilizer spreaders.

The KURIER - Two Disk Spreader
Designed for farmers who don’t want to own separate
spreaders for lime and fertilizer, the KURIER spreader is a
combination spreader that can handle both materials. Unlike
dedicated spreaders, the KURIER units are rugged enough for
lime yet precise enough for fertilizer. The KUXMANN ground
drive lime and fertilizer spreader features a contact press

wheel that provides enough power to break free a packed
load of lime, while still providing the ground drive precision
you expect in a fertilizer spreader.
The KURIER-Series is designed, that at any time special
versions are possible. Whether you want a coachworked

K18000 - 9m Auger spreader, hydraulicly foldable, hitch drawbar

KURIER - Auger spreader
Decades of service life, exceptional reliability and customer
satisfaction are always mentioned in conversations as
outstanding points of the Kuxmann KURIER Auger spreader.

Basic equipment:

Wide-angle drive shaft, two-speed conveyor belt driven by
the moving wheel, stepless volume adjustment, double drive
The spreader is avalible in different sizes, such as K8000 gate (eliminates jamming), solid frame, folding support wheel,
(5,3m³), K12000 (8m³) and up to the K18000 (14m³). electric lighting, two wedges, auger spreader.
Two-speed conveyor belt drive guided by the running wheel
with no extra-cost, suspended hitch, removable bottom belt,
automatic conveyor control, adjustable fertilizer feed point.
Auger spreaders are available in the versions: K 8000,
K 10000, K 12000, K 14000 and K 18000.

KURIER—K 8000, Belgian version

spreader, require a change in
the height of the container or
a modified hitch. We help you
gladly.
Basic equipment:
Wide-angle drive shaft, twospeed conveyor belt driven by
the moving wheel, stepless
volume adjustment, double
drive
gate
(eliminates
jamming), solid frame, folding
support
wheel,
electric
lighting, two wedges, two-disc
spreader.
Two-speed conveyor belt
drive guided by the running
wheel with no extra-cost,
suspended hitch, removable
bottom
belt,
automatic
conveyor control, adjustable
fertilizer feed point.
High capacity spreaders are
available in the versions:
K 8000, K 10000, K 12000,
K 14000 and K 18000.

Above, you can see an example of the perfect spreading pattern.
Models

Volume

Weight

Overall
length in cm

K12000 - 6m Auger spreader,
10000L Volume

Overall
width in cm

Overall
height in cm

K12000 - 9m Auger spreader,

Wheel
track in cm

Max. loud

KURIER—K 8000 , Top to Bottom Hitch
Basic comfort: The automatic rubber belt floor control guarantees
constant conveyor centring

Drawbar and coupling system:
You choose the appropriate combination of drawbar and coupling for the tractor.
For example:
- Top hitch drawbar with towing eye
- Bottom hitch drawbar with towing eye
- Steering drawbar with ball coupling
Two belt floor speeds:
Using the gearbox, you can choose between two
belt floor speeds for dosing large and small
amounts.

KURIER—K 12000 , Standard Drawbar
Subject to change without prior notice.
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